Bayliner 285 Sports Cruiser
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BOAT SPECIFICATIONS
Tax
Model
Year
Location

Builder

Hull
Material

Included

2009

Max Draft
Engine(s)
Make

Portsmouth

Engine(s)

Brunswick

Power

Marine

Engine
Model

GRP

LOA

8.69

Beam

3

0.51

Mercruiser

350 hp

Mag

Fuel

386 Litres

Water

124 Litres

DESCRIPTION
This is a fantastic example of a Bayliner 285 Sports Cruiser fitted with a Mercruiser 350 MAG Bravo 3 engine. She
benefitted from a full set of new Canopies in Feb 2020 and has also had Stern thrusters fitted. Having been kept in indoor
storage for several years, her Hull is reflective of this and has continued to be well maintained by the current owners.
This boat offers lots of space for entertaining, with its large open cockpit setup. The folding back bench seat and removable
table, give a great exterior dining space, with the table storing neatly in the aft cabin.
Below deck offers sleeping for 6 guests, comprising of an aft double cabin, open forward double berth and an easily
converted dinette area. There is also a fitted TV, which can be enjoyed from the forward bed or dinning area. The galley is
well equipped being fitted with, a two-burner hob, a microwave, a fridge and sink unit which has hot and cold water. The
enclosed heads has a marine toilet with holding tank, wash basin and shower.
Powered by a Mercruiser 350 MAG engine, the boat should comfortably cruise at 22 – 30 knots and with an easily accessed
forward deck, she makes for a great family cruiser!

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
Anchor locker with Electric Windlass and foot controls
Remote Search light
Aft bathing platform with handy storage locker
Bilge fan
Electric bilge pump
Newly fitted Stern Thruster
Triple battery system
240v shore power inlet
Tek Dek

Newly Fitted Full cockpit canopy
Folding rear seat
Removable cockpit table, which stores neatly in aft cabin
Cool box in own storage area
Garmin 110i VHF/DSC Radio
Garmin GPS Map 3006c and Depth sounder
Garmin Radar
Jensen Marine stereo remote
Radio / CD player with speakers.
Webasto Central heating system.
TV point with flat screen TV.

GALLERY
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